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Abstract: The inhibitory effect of potato peel extract (PPE) on corrosion of carbon steel (CS) in formation water (FW) solution was 

investigated using potentiodynamic polarization method. The inhibition efficiency of PPE was found to increase with the concentration and 

reached 85.18% at 2.5% (v/v). Polarization measurements show that the natural extract acted as a mixed inhibitor. The remarkable 

inhibition efficiency of PPE was discussed in terms of blocking of electrode surface by adsorption of inhibitor molecules through active 

centers. The adsorption of PPE was found to accord with the Langmuir isotherm. 
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1. Introduction 
Corrosion of carbon steel is a significant problem in the oil 

and gas production and transportation systems. Steel pipes 

are of great importance in the industry because they are used 

to transport many materials such as domestic fluids, crude 

petroleum and sewage [1]. The Petroleum industry contains 

a wide variety of corrosive environments. Corrosion 

problems occur in the petroleum industry in at least three 

general areas: (1) production, (2) transportation and storage, 

and (3) refinery operations. Oil and gas fields consume a 

tremendous amount of iron and steel pipe, tubing, pumps, 

valves, and sucker rods. Leaks cause loss of oil and gas and 

also permit infiltration of water and silt, thus increasing 

corrosion damage. Saline water and sulphides are often 

present in oil and gas wells. Corrosion in wells occurs inside 

and outside the casing. Surface equipment is subject to 

atmospheric corrosion. In secondary recovery operations, 

water is pumped into the well to force up the oil [2]. The 

problem of internal corrosion of these pipes is equally a big 

industrial and scientific challenge. The internal walls 

position in crude oil pipes is more susceptible to corrosion 

because of the presence of produced water which is denser 

than oil, low in Oxygen content, with the presence of a 

variety of microorganisms. The presence of corrosives such 

as Cl
-
, SO4

2-
, CO2, H2S, contributes to internal corrosion of 

pipes. The interplay of these factors including crude oil 

composition and chemicals used in oil abstraction makes the 

petroleum pipes prone to worsening corrosion. An estimate 

of losses to corrosion indicates that the cost of corrosion is 

enormous. The effect of pipeline corrosion leakages with the 

resultant causalities, ecological impact, contamination and 

shutdowns are some of the consequences of corrosion 

leakage. The adverse effects of corrosion can be reduced 

drastically by understanding the mechanism and subsequent 

application of corrosion control measures: injection of 

chemical inhibitors, electrical-protection, pigging operations 

and integrity assessment [3]. Inhibitors must be evaluated in 

context of health, safety and environmental impact; because 

environmental agencies in several countries have imposed 

strict rules and regulation pertaining to toxicity, 

biodegradability and bioaccumulation. Adsorption of 

inhibitors mainly depends on several physiochemical 

properties of inhibitor group such as functional group, π- 

 

orbital character, electron density at donor atom and 

electronic structure of molecule. Parameters that are taken 

into account for inhibitors are cost of inhibitor, inhibitor 

solubility in corrosive medium, compatibility of inhibitor in 

corroding system, stability of inhibitor by varying 

temperature and pH, corrosion inhibition efficiency, 

environmental impact of corrosion inhibitor and availability 

of inhibitor [4]. Natural products were previously used as 

corrosion inhibitors for different metals in various 

environments. Plant extracts could serve as effective 

corrosion inhibitors and they have become important 

because they are environmentally acceptable, readily 

available and renewable source for a wide range of needed 

inhibitors. Plant extracts are viewed as an incredibly rich 

source of naturally synthesized chemical compounds that can 

be extracted by simple procedures with low cost [5]. The aim 

of this work was to investigate the corrosion behaviour of CS 

in the FW with various concentration of PPE 

 

2-Experimental details 
 

2.1. Electrode preparation 

The working electrode was made from the carbon steel 

sample mounted in a glass tube with araldite epoxy with an 

exposed surface area of 0.867cm
2
 with composition (in 

wt.%) C 0.431, Si 0.15, P 0.0151, Cr 0.0335, Mo 0.0050, Ni 

0.0161, Cu 0.0398, Al 0.0053, and Fe (balance) which was 

used for investigation by using Foundary –Master equipment 

.The samples were abraded with successively fine grade 

emery papers, washed with absolute ethanol then rinsed with 

doubly distilled water, dried, weighed and stored in 

desiccators for further use.  

 

2.2. Potato peel extract preparation (PPE) 

Potato were washed under running water and peeled, and the 

peels were then air-dried and crushed using a blender. A 

mass of about 5 g of dried and crushed peel was added to a 

beaker containing 100 mL of distilled water that was freshly 

boiled and left to sit for 30 min off the heat; this mixture was 

agitated sporadically. After extraction, the sample was 

filtered; the extracts were stored at 4°C [6]. Concentration of 

the stock solution was determined by drying a sample and 

measuring the weight of the residue relative to the volume of 
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the sample taken. Using dilution, stocks with different 

extract concentrations were prepared [7].  

 

2.3. Corrosive medium 

The corrosive medium is the solution of produced oiled 

water (named formation water) collected from an oil well 

from Bader El Din Petroleum Company in Egypt. The 

characteristic constituents of formation water solution (in 

ppm) were:             ,         ,        ,       , 

       ,         ,    
       ,     

     , Total 

dissolved solids:11000.  The pH, Salinity as NaCl and total 

hardness, were 6.88, 7449 and 842, respectively. All 

formation water analysis was performed using Dionex ion 

chromatography system ICS-1100 (PerkinElmer, Germany). 

 

2.4. Potentiodynamic polarization method 

Electrochemical measurements were carried out using a 

conventional three-electrode cylindrical glass cell. A 

saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and a platinum wire were 

used as the reference and auxiliary electrodes, respectively. 

Before each experiment, the electrode was allowed to 

corrode freely, and its open circuit potential (OCP) was 

recorded as a function of time up to 150 min. After this time 

a steady-state OCP, corresponding to the       of the 

working electrode, was obtained. The potentiodynamic 

polarization curves were recorded by changing the electrode 

potential automatically from -1000 to -400 mV with 

scanning rate 2 mVs
-1

. The above procedures were repeated 

for each concentration of  PPE. The  Electrochemical 

experiments were carried out by means of impedance 

equipment (Tacussel- Radiometer PGZ 301) and controlled 

with Tacussel corrosion analysis software (Voltamaster 4), 

connected to a personal computer. All electrochemical 

parameters such as corrosion potential (      , corrosion 

current density (      , corrosion rate (   , anodic (  ) and 

cathodic (  ) Tafel slopes were recorded by the software. 

The inhibition efficiency was evaluated from the measured 

      values using Equation (1): 

 

          [   
     

     
 ]                                                                            

Where,      
   and       are the corrosion current densities in 

absence and presence of inhibitor, respectively, and the value 

of [   
     

     
 ] is equivalent to the surface coverage. 

 

3.  Results and discussion 
 

3.1. Effect of inhibitor concentration        
Anodic and cathodic potentiodynamic polarization curves for 

CS in FW solution, free and containing different 

concentrations of PPE at 25 
o
C are shown in Figure (1). The 

respective potentiodynamic parameters including corrosion 

potential (      , corrosion current density (      , anodic 

( a) and cathodic ( c) Tafel slopes, the degree of surface 

coverage (θ), inhibition efficiency of inhibitor (    ) and 

corrosion rate (   , are listed in Table (1). 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Potentiodynamic polarization plot of CS in FW in 

absence and presence of various concentrations of PPE at 

25°C 

 

Table 1: Potentiodynamic parameters for CS in FW in 

absence and presence for various concentrations of PPE at 

25°C 
Conc., 

%(v/v) 
     , 

mV/SCE 
     , 

mA/cm2 

βa, 

mV/dec 

-βc 

mV/dec 
θ IE% 

  , 
mpy 

0.0 -687 41.4 123 289 - - 251 
0.5 -605 16.2 204 563 0.6198 61.98 189 

1.0 -632 13.10 286 325 0.6839 68.39 153 
1.5 -717 12.30 210 210 0.7037 70.37 144 

2.0 -609 9.10 207 278 0.7814 78.14 106 

2.5 -717 6.10 210 210 0.8518 85.18 72 

 

Results of the present investigation (Table 1) indicate that 

the inhibition efficiency increases with increase in extract 

concentration and the maximum inhibition efficiency was 

obtained with 2.5% of PPE within the range of 

concentrations studied. All of the displacements in       of 

PPE compared with the blank solution are less than 85 mV, 

suggesting that PPE is a mixed-type inhibitor [8]. The 

presence of PPE (0.5, 1.0 and 2.0% (v/v)) caused a potential 

shift toward more positive values, indicating inhibition of the 

anodic reaction [9]. Addition of 1.5 and 2.5% PPE shift the 

corrosion potential toward negative values. This means that 

the extract functioned therein as a mixed-type inhibitor, with 

predominant anodic effect. The variable values of the Tafel 

slopes suggest that the inhibition action of PPE occurs by 

simple blocking of both the anodic and cathodic surface 

active sites and decrease the area available for hydrogen 

evolution and metal dissolution reaction, without modifying 

the mechanism of corrosion reaction. [10]. Table 1 also 

illustrated that, the values of  c were higher than that of  a at 

most of inhibitor concentrations and equalized at 1.5 and 

2.5% . In addition, the change in  c values with the inhibitor 

concentration was greater than the changes in  a values. 

Both the facts mentioned the same information that PPE is 

more effective in inhibiting the cathodic reactions (hydrogen 

reduction) than anodic reactions (Carbon steel dissolution) 

[11].  

 

3.2. Effect of temperature 

 

The effect of temperature on the corrosion of CS in FW 

solutions and in the presence of 2.5% PPE was studied in the 

temperature range of 25–55 
o
C (Figures 2 and 3). The 

respective polarization parameters are given in Table (2).   
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Figure 2: Potentiodynamic polarization plots of CS in blank 

FW at temperature range (25- 55°C) 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Potentiodynamic plot of CS in FW in presence of 

2.5% PPE at temperature range (25- 55°C) 

  

Table 2: Potentiodynamic parameters for CS in FW in absence and presence of 2.5% of PPE at temperature range (25- 55 °C) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The data clearly shows a rise of corrosion current densities 

(     ) and corrosion rates (  ) with the increase of 

temperature and it is more augmented for uninhibited 

solution. Also     decreases with increasing the 

temperature [12]. The increase in corrosion rate is due to 

diffusion of the inhibitor molecules from CS surface into 

solution with increasing temperature and hence more surface 

area of CS exposed to corrosive medium. This leads to 

decrease of      with increase in temperature which 

suggests a physical adsorption mode. An equilibrium may be 

established between adsorption and desorption process in 

presence of inhibitors [13, 14].     

 

3.3. Kinetic and thermodynamic corrosion parameters  

Figure (4) showed the relation between logarithms of CR 

plotted against the reciprocal of the absolute temperature 

(1/T) for CS corrosion in FW in the absence and presence of 

2.5% PPE. The calculated values of activation energies, 

  
  derived from the slopes of the plot were listed in Table 

(3). The increase in    
   in the presence of PPE implies 

increasing the height of the energy barrier of the corrosion 

reaction and indicates that as the temperature is raised; a 

decrease in protection efficiency is obtained. It was also 

noted from Table (5) that the apparent activation energy 

values were positive for both inhibited and uninhibited 

solutions and   
   for the corrosion process, in presence of 

PPE was closed to 25 kJ/mol, hence the entire process was 

controlled by surface reaction [15,16]. This information 

suggested that inhibitor molecules were primarily bound to 

the CS surface via physisorption. 

 
Figure 4: Arrhenius plots for CS in absence and presence of 

2.5% PPE 

 

Table 3: Activation parameters of CS electrode in absence 

and presence of 2.5% PPE 

 

In order to calculate the enthalpy     and entropy     of 

activation for the corrosion process the Eyring transition 

state equation was used.  

 

 

Solution 

Temp.,  

°C 
     ,  
mV/SCE 

     ,  
mA/cm2 

βa,  

mV/dec 

-βc 

mV/dec 
  , 
mpy 

θ IE% 

Blank 

25 -687 41.4 123 289 251 -- -- 

35 -675 44.5 100 161 270 -- -- 

45 -673 79.4 124 129 360 -- -- 

55 -660 97.7 124 250 390 -- -- 

PPE 

25 -717 6.1 210 210 112 0.8518 85.18 

35 -700 7.9 147 153 140 0.8311 83.11 

45 -693 11.2 177 167 225 0.8203 82.03 

55 -698 18.0 172 157 270 0.8122 81.22 

Solution 
  

  
KJ/mol 

     
    

KJ/mol 
    

J/mol K 
    

KJ/mol 

Blank 13.12 4.69 0.9351 10.52 -163.93 59.4 

PPE 25.24 6.46 0.9700 22.65 -129.93 61.4 
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                ⁄             ⁄              ⁄  ⁄                        
(2) 

 

Where,    is Avogadro’s number;  6.022×10
23

 mol
-1

,   is the 

Planck’s constant; 6.23×10
−34  

J⋅s,     is the entropy change 

of activation and     is the enthalpy change of activation.  

Figure (5) showed the plot of        ⁄  against   ⁄ . 

Straight lines are obtained with a slope of            ⁄   

and intercept of         ⁄             ⁄    from which 

the values of            were calculated and given in 

Table (4). 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Transition state plot for CS in absence and 

presence of 2.5% PPE. 

 

The more positive values of Δ   
for inhibited solutions in 

comparison to the blank (FW solution) indicated that the 

energy level of the corrosion reactions was raised by the 

inhibitor molecules. Hence, lower corrosion rates were 

obtained in presence of PPE. The activation entropy values 

are in a negative mode, which represents the decline in the 

degree of orderness of the extract molecules [17]. Large and 

negative values of Δ   
show that the activated complex in 

the rate determining step represents an association rather 

than a dissociation step. The Δ   values became less 

negative in presence of PPE in FW. These facts indicated 

that randomness of metal-inhibitor interface enhanced in 

presence of PPE. In blank solution, the exposed surface of 

CS was freely available to the corrosive molecules. 

However, the area was significantly decreased due to 

adsorbed inhibitor molecules; which restricted the ion 

exchange and hydrogen reduction at the metal inhibitor 

interface. Due to the changed surface conditions, the system 

was forced to undergo from a more ordered to a random 

arrangement. Therefore, the entropy of the system was 

increased with the inhibitor concentration. The randomness 

of the system could also be increased due to the 

transformation of the reactants into activated complexes and 

specific adsorption of these complexes on the CS surface. 

The free activation energy     was calculated by the 

following equation: 

                        
 

The    values were determined and listed in Table (3). The 

    value of PPE was positive and more than that of the 

blank. This information proposed that the activated 

complexes lost their stability with the rise in temperature and 

probability of their formation was also partly inhibited. [18].  

 

 

 

3.4. Adsorption isotherm and thermodynamic adsorption 

parameters  

The experimental data for CS in PPE, best fitted the 

Langmuir isotherm (Figure 6). The isotherm was 

characterized by the mathematical model given in Equation 

(4). 

   ⁄   
    

⁄                

 

 
 

Figure 6: Langmuir adsorption isotherm for PPE adsorbed 

on CS surface in FW solution. 

 

The plot of C/θ against C for the PPE was straight line 

(Figure 6) indicating that PPE obeys Langmuir adsorption 

isotherm. The apparent free energy of adsorption (      
 ) is 

calculated from Equation (5).  

      
                              

 

The values of       and       
  are shown in Table (4). The 

enthalpy of adsorption can be calculated from the Gibbs–

Helmholtz equation (6):  

                                                              

               
      

 

 
  

      
 

 
                                      

The entropy of adsorption       
  can be calculated by using 

equation 7:  

  

      
         

         
                                

                                                                                                             

The negative value of       
  indicated the spontaneous 

adsorption of the extract and revealed strong interaction 

between inhibitor molecules and metal surface. The value of 

      are relatively small indicating that the interaction 

between the adsorbed extract molecules and CS surface is 

physically adsorbed. This is also supported by lower 

negative (      
 ) values for extract. The negative sign of 

      
  indicates that the adsorption of inhibitor molecules is 

exothermic process. The value of       
  is negative 

indicating that extract retained the metal ions and reducing 

the dissolution of steel in FW medium in presence of 

corrosion inhibitor as shown in Table (4). Also the negative 

value of       
  implies that the activated complex in the rate 

determining step denotes an association rather than a 

dissociation step.  

 

Table 4: Langmuir adsorption parameters for PPE adsorbed 

on CS surface in FW solution. 
Solution 

 
     

mol-1 

Slope 

 

     
    

kJ/mol 

R² 

 

     
    

kJ/mol 

     
    

KJ/molK 

PPE 2.61 0.967 -12.33 0.950 -13.10 -2.61 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joule
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second
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Generally, the inhibitive characteristics of such compound 

derive from the adsorption ability of its molecules, with the 

polar group acting as the reaction center for the adsorption 

process. The resulting adsorbed film acts as a barrier that 

separates the metal from the corrosive medium, and 

efficiency of inhibition depends on the mechanical, 

structural, and chemical characteristics of the adsorption 

layers formed under particular conditions [19].  

 

4-Conclusions 
1. PPE acts as mixed corrosion inhibitor for CS in FW 

solution. 

2. The inhibition efficiency of CS in formation water 

solution increased with increases in concentration of 

the PPE and decreased with increase the temperature.  

3. 3. The inhibitory effect was performed via the 

adsorption of compounds   present in the PPE onto the 

steel surface. 

4. The adsorption of the PPE compounds follows the 

Langmuir adsorption isotherm. 

 

The adsorption of PPE molecules on CS surface increases 

the value of activation energy of corrosion and, 

consequently, decreases the value of its dissolution rate in 

FW. 
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